
The Haunted House Next To My House

“Hey Arnold ''I said to my best friend as I gunned my bike out of my driveway and into the
sidewalk where this very bike had ridden 23 times(including this time).
By the way, My name is Ronald Davidson and I am 9 years old. I checked behind me and saw
Arnold grabbing his bike and also shot out of his driveway and rode down the bumpy sidewalk
to catch up with me. “Last one to the Haunted house is a rotten egg!” Arnold shouted at the top
of his lungs!
I pointed my bike to the haunted house and pedaled as fast as my lanky legs would carry me.
Arnold unfortunately was the fastest biker in my neighborhood and Pedaled even faster than I
could ever imagine and beat me by the smallest centimeter ever. “I won,” Arnold called out!
“All right,” I said, gasping for air . “Should we go to the haunted house? Arnold suddenly
suggested.
“Woah, we're not going in the house are we?” Ronald replied nervously.
“Come on Ronald, You a wimp?” Arnold said with confidence.

After about 4 minutes of heated argument Arnold won (like always) and we decided to bust in
the house and undercover the secrecy of the infamous haunted house. We slowly creaked open
the door, surprised that the door wasn't locked. The house was scary even without going inside
because of the broken glass, in mowed grass and even I could smell it being scary. After we
walked in the door suddenly slammed shut and we were stuck in the house. I said VERY
nervously “isn't this the house where people came in and never were seen to come back out”?
Arnold didn't reply to me and kept on walking onward. Our legs were shaking with every step
we took. I could hear my heart going “thump Thump THUMP”.
We soon closed in a corner and we suddenly heard a ghastly voice “You are the first kids in the
past century who ever tried to uncover the secrets of this house”.
“Who are you?” Ronald and Arnold said in unison while they were trying their best not to wet
their pants.
“I am one of the haunted ghosts of this house. My masters when they were still alive, they
created each and every ghost you will hear on your journey to escape this house, during your
stay, I hope you are smart enough to escape young travelers. Your FIRST clue is to go to the
main entrance where you entered this house”.
“What do you mean by smart enough”? Said Arnold looking around for the ghost”

When there was no reply, Ronald suddenly recalled the ghost's last words, “go to the main
entrance where you entered this house”. “Arnold, let's go to the main entrance where we got
inside this place, the ghost said that this was our first clue was at the main entrance” Ronald
said as he headed towards the direction where they came from.
Arnold simply started walking towards the entrance next to Arnold with his face
pale white. When they got there, I other chilly breeze catches them by surprise and another
ghost started talking, “ congratulations on solving the first clue, You will have 5 clues total, your
second and all the rest are going to be riddle, guess it correct and I will guide you where to go,



guess wrong and stay trapped here for eternity. The riddle is… The person who built it sold it.
The person who bought it never used it. The person who used it never saw it. What is it?”
Ronald and Arnold talked to each other whispering softly, “do you know what it is?” Said
Ronald.”
I think I know this one, said Arnold. “It's a coffin”! Arnold yelled suddenly. “ Congratulations, you
are correct, follow me.” Said the Ghost.
Ronald high-fived Arnold and said “how did you know” Arnold replied sheepishly “ I sometimes
search up riddles so I know most of them”.
“Well then keep it up” Ronald said, happy to know that he had a friend who is a riddle geek.

The ghost kept telling riddles and riddles such as “when is seeing a black cat bad luck? I am a
body with a leg, an arm and a head, but I don't have flesh or eyeballs. How is this possible?”
Arnold, somehow, managed to get the next two riddles correct and finally, The time had come,
The ghost suddenly stopped and spoke “Congratulations, This is your final and last riddle but
this time, there is a twist. All of you have to answer a question once and the last person cannot
get help from anyone else.”
The Ghost kept talking but Arnold and Ronald only could think of one thing, RONALD HAD TO
ANSWER. The ghost finally said the last riddle “ How do you fix a damaged jack-o-lantern?
Answer wisely”.
Ronalds head was dripping with sweat and his heart stopped. He himself had to answer the
riddle without help from his best friend. Suddenly he remembered himself at a pumpkin patch
picking pumpkins having a time of his life. “Wait pumpkin patch,  Yes Pumpkin patch, Pumpkin
patch was the answer!!”
” PUMPKIN PATCH” he shouted at the top of his lungs!
The door to the open world opened and the ghost said something but Ronald and Arnold were
already dashing out of the house not giving a second thought about coming back. The we're So
happy to see the real world again that they couldn't stop inhaling the air and never ever thought
about going to a haunted house ever again.


